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ABSTRACT 
Well appreciated at the physical layer, user cooperation is intro- 
duced here as a diversity enabler for wireless random access (RA) 
at the medium access control sub-layer. This is accomplished 
through a two-phase protocol in which active users start with a low 
power transmission attempting to reach nearby users, and follow 
up with a high power transmission in cooperation with the users re- 
cruited in the first phase. We show that such a cooperative protocol 
yields a significmt increase in throughput. Specifically, we prove 
that for networks with a large number of users, the throughput of a 
cooperative wireless RA network operating over Raykigh fading 
links approaches the throughput of a RA network operating over 
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) links. As a result, user 
cooperation migrates diversity benefits to the wireless RA regime, 
thus bridging the gap to wireline RA networks, without incumng 
a bandwidth or energy penalty. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Offering welf-documented counter-measures against fading, diver- 
sity techniques find widespread applications in modern wireless 
systems. User cooperation i s  a recently introduced diversity tech- 
nique in which many single-antenna users share their information 
to construct a distributed virtual antenna m a y  - an idea that has 
gained rapid acceptance as a sensible compromise between de- 
pendability and deployment cost [SI. User-collaborative diversity 
infued U C C ~ S S  point to point links is by now well understood (see 
e.g., [3]). Recent works have also pursued user cooperation in 
multiple access channek 1571. 

In the present paper, we introduce user cooperation in ran- 
dom access (RA) channels by drawing from two different sources. 
On the one hand, we draw from well-established spread specmm 
random access (SSRA) protocols; see e.g., 12, 41 and references 
therein. And on the other hand, we draw from the observation 
that user cooperation can be viewed as a form of multipath, a type 
of diversity for which S S  with long pseudo-noise (PN) sequences 
used as spreading codes is particularly well suited [5 ] .  

* Work in this paper was prepared though collaborative participation 
in the Communications and Networks Consortium sponsored by the U. S. 
Army Research Laboratov under the Collaborative Technology Alliance 
Program, Cooperative Agreement DAAD19-01-2-0011. The U. S .  Gov- 
emment is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Government 
purposes notwithstanding any copyright notation thereon. The work of N. 
D. Sidiropoulos was partially supportmi by B bilateral cooperative research 
grint of the Greek Secretariat for Research and Technology. 

An intuitive notion underlying the main results of this paper is 
that user cooperation is a form of diversity well matched to the very 
nature of RA networks. Indeed, the random nature of RA dictates 
that at any given time only a fraction of potential users is active, 
the others having either empty queues or their transmissions de- 
ferred. Accordingly, given that only a few out of the total number 
of transmitters are active at a given time, transmission hardware re- 
sources are inherently under-utilized in wireless RA networks. As 
we will show, user cooperation can exploit these resources to gain 
a diversity advantage, without draining additiond energy from the 
network, and without bandwidth expansion. Reinforcing this in- 
tuitively reasonable notion, the number of temporarily idle users 
increases with the size of the network. Building on this intuition, 
we will establish that as the network size increases, there is an in- 
creasing diversity advantage to be exploited leading to a limiting 
scenario in which the throughput of cooperative RA over wireless 
fading channels eppmaches that of an equivalent system operating 
over an AWGN chnnnel. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Consider a set of J users, J = {Uj}&,, communicating with an 
access point (AP) in a wireless RA network as depicted in Fig. 1. 
User j and its position in a coordinate system centered at the AP 
will be denoted by Uj. With these positions considered random 
and uniformly distributed within a circle of radius R, we express 
the probability of the distance U,-AP being smaller than T as 

r2 
PTilJ~Jll < T )  = @’ 0 5  T 5 R, (1) 

where llUj/i denotes the 2-norm of the position vector U,. User 
positions are further assumed independent. 

The average power received at Uj,  from a source Uj, trans- 
mitting with power P(Uj,) is given by an exponential pathloss 

with [, and a 2 2 constants. As a special case, the power received 
at the AP from Uj, i s  P(U,-, + A P )  = (P(Uj2)/llUj2 l l a .  

Each of the J users has an infinite-length buffer for storing 
L-bit fixed length packets that arrive at a rate of X packets per 
packet duration. The packet arrival processes are identically dis- 
tributed (id.), not necessarily independent. The L bits of each 
packet are spread by a factor S (a.k.a. spreading gain) to con- 
stmct a transmitted packet of T := SI; chips. Spreading is im- 
plemented using a long PN sequence c := {c ( t ) I tcz  with period 
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Fig. 1. A cooperative RA network snapshot. 

’P. If duj := id., (l)}f=;’ denotes a dura packet of user Uj,  and 
xuj := { x u j  (t]]::&;;’ the corresponding transmitted packet we 
have 

(3) 

where c is a common long PN sequence shared by all users, TU, 

is a user-specific shift applied to c and P(Uj)  is the power trans- 
mitted by node Vj . 

2.1. Two-phase COQpeK3MOII 

Transmission in our cooperative RA protocol is done in two phases. 
In the first phase, “phase-A”, the user sends a packet with sufficient 
power to be correcdy decoded by nearby peers; while i n  the sec- 
ond phase, “phase-E”, the set of peers that successfully decoded 
this packet transmit cooperatively with power sufficient to reach 
the AP. If we manage to balance conflicting power requirements, 
what happens in phase-A is that nearby users decode the original 
packet while the power received at the destination is negligible. 
This implies that:. i) phase-A users do not interfere severely with 
concurrent phase-3 nodes; and ii) phase-A locally disseminates in- 
formation so that subsequent phase-B transmissions are enriched 
with a certain degree of user cooperation diversity. 

Users are temporarily divided to a set of N A  “active-A” users, 
A = {Aj}Zl .  operating in phase-A of their transmission trying 
to reach nearby users; a set of NB active43 users, B = {Bj}Fl, 
communicating their packets to the AP; and N I  idle users Z = 
{Ij>yLl that either have empty queues or decided not to transmit. 
Clearly, Li’ = AuBuZ. A fourth class of users, comprises the sets 
of cooperators C j  = {Ct)r& associated with each active43 user 
Bj. The set C j  contains Cj” = Bj, and the Kj users that correctly 
decoded Bj’s phase-A packet in the previous slot. 

3. OPPORTUNISTIC COOPERATIVE RANDOM ACCESS 

Since users transmit at random in RA networks, a number of users 
remain idle over any given slot. The Opportunistic Cooperative 
Random Access [OCRA) protocol introduced in this section ex- 
ploits the good reception opportunities of this large set of idle 

Fig. 2. OCRA i s  a two phase cooperative RA protocol. 

users. OCRA is a two-phase protocol as described in Section 2 and 
is defined by the following operating conditions; see also Fig. 2. 
[SO] Let K be an upper bound on the achievable diversity. The 

period of the PN code c( t )  is chosen to be P = KT + 1. 
[Sl] At the beginning of each slot, if Uj’s queue is not empty, 

Uj enters phase-A with probability p and moves the first 
packet in the queue, duJ := {duJ(l)]f=il, to a single 
packet buffer that we term phase-A buffer. 

[SZ] Phase-A: When in phase-A, we say that Uj c--t A3 is an 
active-A user and transmits a packet X A ~  := {z.~ (t)}:;: 
spread according to (3) with PN-shift and power given by 

7.4. = o  1 P(Aj )  = ~ p o l l A j l l ~ / E ,  (4) 
with p E (0,l) .  The PN shift is deterministically chosen 
and the transmission power is so that the packet is received 
at the AP with fractional power pP0. A random integer, 
T B ~  - U [ l ,  TI, uniformly chosen over [l, T ]  is included in 
the packet header to coordinate PN-shifts during phase-B. 

1531 Phase-A handshake: Any idle user I k  that decodes X A ~  be- 
comes a cooperator Ik * ($ and places du, in a single- 
packet buffer designated for cooperation purposes. This 
successful decoding is acknowledged to Aj who collects a 
total of K, acknowledgments and feed-forwards this num- 
ber Kj to the cooperators. Similar to e.g., [2,4], this hand- 
shake is assumed to be instantaneous and .x“ free. 

IS41 User Uj enters phase-3 in the slot immediately after entering 
phase-A. 

[SS] Phase-B: LetCj = {Ct]r20 be the set ofcouperators as de- 
fined in Section 2 comprising Cy = Bj ++ U, and the K ,  
cooperators recruited in phase-A. Each of the C: transmits 
the packet d[rj spread according to (3) using 

with T B ~  the number received in phase-A’s packet header, 
and the integer 7 k  - UIO, tc - 11. The power scaling is so 
that the total received power at the destination is Po. Let 
xC! := {zc! (t)}Fzt denote these transmittedpackets. 
The number of cooperators Kj is termed the “cooperation 
order” of Bj and the number ~j of PN shifts chosen by at 
least one cooperator is called the “diversiry order” of Bj. 

[S6] AP acknowledgement: The AP acknowledges successful 
receptjon of the superposed phase-€3 packets correspond- 
ing to Bj through a feedback channel. If an acknowledge- 
ment is not received, the packet d~~ is placed back in 19,’s 
queue; cooperators discard this packet in any event. 

J 
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[S7] Idle operation: When not transmirting, Uj ++ Ij correlates 
the received signal with (c(t)}:&,’ to detect phase-A pack- 
ets transmitted by other (nearby) users. 

By rule [S2],  Uj becomes the active-A user Aj and trans- 
mits X A ~  with low power so as to reach nearby users while not 
interfering with the AP (if p << 1). Phase-B is defined by rule 
[SS] in which the packet is transmitted with ~ j -o rde r  diversity by 
Vi u Bj plus Kj  cooperators corresponding to the Kj idle users 
that successfully decoded Uj ’s transmission during phase-A. The 
opportunistic nature of the protocol manifests in the random di- 
versity order ‘ ~ j  which depends on the number KJ of cooperators 
recruited and the random selection of shifts Q. 

Rules [SI], [S4] and [S6] govern the transition between idle, 
and active-A/B states. Users move from idle to active-A with prob- 
ability p as per [Sl]; after entering phase-A, the user moves deter- 
ministically to phase-B in the first upcoming slot ([S4]), and back 
to idle in the second one ([S6]). A lost packet does not alter this 
transition but only determines whether the packet is put back in 
queue or not. Also, IS61 dictates that cooperators discard Bj’s 
packet regardless of the transmisqion success. 

Rules [SO], [ S 3 ]  and [S7] guarantee logical consistency of the 
protocol. Rule [SO], provides sufficient number of PN shifts to 
enable the selection rule in phase-3 [c.f. (511; [U] disseminates 
the number of cooperators recruited to allow proper power scaling 
during phase-B as required by (5) ;  and [S7] ensures that idle users 
are listening for phase-A packets. 

A delicate issue in OCRA’s description is the use of PN shifts, 
that is judiciously chosen to satisfy the following requirements: 

Remark 1 The PN shifts during phases A and B are selected to: 
fa] Facilitm decoding of phase-A’s packet by idle users. Indeed, 

since phase-A packets use il fixed shift (TA, = O), the idle 
users just need to correlate with 3 fixed sequence. 

[b] Let the AP combine different cooperative copies of the same 
packet. If T B ~ ,  # T B ~ ~ ,  then r i ~ ,  # T k2 b’k as can be 

seen from (5).  Thus, the AP knows that if 
C?, c3z 

for some integer 60 E [O: h: - 11, then they correspond to 
the same packet. 

Packets in OCRA are not correctly decoded either when two users 
choose the same PN shift, TE,, = T B , ~  ; or; when the interference 
is toa high. This motivates the following definition: 

Wefinition 1 So8 and hard collisioiis 
[a] We say that Bj, experiences a “hard collision ” (HC) i f r ~ ~ ,  = 

r~~~ for some jz # j,; rhe HC event i s  

[b] Given tlurr Bj, dum not experience a hard collision, we say 
that i f  experiences a “so3 collision” [SC) when the pachi 
is lost due to integerence: 

SC := {asjl # d ~ ~ ,  1 HC‘), (8) 

where HC“ denores rhe complement of HC and &jl rhe 
packet estirnare. 

A third consequence of the selection of PN shifts i s  given in the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 1 Given a slot wirh Ng active-B users, OCRA’s hard 
collision probabiliqj for any reference user Bj, is 

Ng-1 

fiC(NB) (1 - $) 3 (9) 

independenfly of NA and rhe sets of cooperators recruited’. 

OCRA‘s hard collision probability given in (9) coincides with 
non-cooperative SSRA collision probability results in 161. This 
design goal is made possible by the increase in the PN sequence 
period P as per [SO] .  The fact that this period must satisfy P 5 
2’, effectively limits the achievable diversity order of OCRA to 

2s - 1 

>> 1, the constraint in (10) is not severe in practice. 

E = -  
T 

Since 

4. OCRA’S THROUGHPUT 

Mimicking steps for non-cooperative SSRA in [6] we can try to 
evaluate the aggregate throughput of OCRA. The hard collision 
probability coincides with the non-cooperative SSRA protocol and 
i s  given by Proposition I .  The soft collision probability, depends 
on both the number of active-A and active43 users and is given by 

PSC (NA,  NB - 1) = p e ( N A  t NB - 1)[1 -fiC(NB - I)], (1 1 )  
with P , ( N A ~  N E  - 1) a function that maps the number of inter- 
ferers to the packet error probability. 

Using ( I l ) ,  we can compute the packet success probability 
conditioned on the number of interferers, namely P s ( N ~ ,  Ng - 
1) := 1 - PHc(Ns) - P’c(NA, NB - 1)). Using the latter along 
with (9) and ( I  I ) ,  we find 

N - 1  

P$(NA,NB - I )  = ( 1 - - ;) [I - Pe(N.4,Ni3 - I)]. 
(12) 

Averaging (12) over the joint distribution of ( N A ,  NB),  we obtain 
an expression for the average departure rate 

J-I 
p°CRA = p Pr{NB - 1 = ng) ( 1 - - k)‘;” (13) 

n * = O  

nA=O 

where we used the independence of NA and IV, 161. Next, we 
consider a dominant system for OCRA after reptacing [S 1 J with: 
[Sl’] At the beginning of each slot, Uj enters phase-A with prob- 

ability p and moves the first packet in i ts queue, du, := 
{duj (l)lfsl. to the phase-A buffer. If U, ’s queue i s  empty, 
it moves a dummy packet. 

This modification renders the departure process stationary and, 
using an argument inmoduced in 111, we can claim that q°CRA = 
p°CRA, with pocRA given as in (13). However, this will require 
evaluation of P,(NA, NB - 11, which appears to be intractable 
and motivates the asymptotic approach of the next section. 

’Proofs of the cIaims in this paper are omitted due to space limitations, 
but Cdn be found in 
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4.1. OCRA's asymptotic throughput 

Since OCRA's throughput qoCR*(J, No/Po, S, ~ ? p ,  p)  depends 
also in (n, p), it is convenient to differentiate lhe maximum stable 
throughput (MST) depending on whether we optimize over p or 
not. For p fixed, we define the p-conditional MST as 

OCRA 
Ilmax ( J ,  NOIPO, s, tc I PI = (17(J, NOIPO, S,P, K ,  P ) )  > 

(14) 
with the maximum achieved at pmax(p)  = arg ma\i,(q). If we 
jointly optimize over ( p ,  p) ,  we define the MST as: 

OCRA 
' k a x  (J, N O / h  s, fi) m a  (a(J ,  NO/pQ, s , P ,  K.3 p ) }  7 

P d  
(151 

with the maximum achieved at (pmBx,  p,,,) = arg max(,,?) (q). 
Having made this distinction, we can introduce the main re- 

sults of this paper in the following two theorems. 

Theorem 1 Consider the OCRA dominant system dejhed by rules 
[SO],  [SI'] atid [SZ]-[S7] opraring over a fading channel; and 
functions p = p( J )  arid K = K ( J )  such rhat limJ-, p = 0 and 
liinJda, K = Co. ~ 4 1  cj := C C $ > ~ L ~  be the ser ofcooperators 
of the active-B user Bj for j E 11, NB].  If 

[hl]  l imJ,,(p2/"J/K) = m, wirh Q: being thepathloss expo- 

[U] !he transmission pivbabilit)l p = pmar(p) is chosen m achieve 

nent in (2); orid 

rhe p-conditional MST lc.6 [ 14)]; 

then 
. lim Pr(K3 2 K / &  V j ]  = 1. (16) 

J-w 

Theorem 1 establishes that every active-B user is receiving co- 
operation by at least K / 2  users; moreover, as long as the conver- 
gence rates of p ( J )  and K ( J )  satisfy [hl], the cooperation order 
Kj becomes arbitrarily large while the active-A transmitted power 
vanishes. Consequently, the seemingly conflicting requirements 
of recruiting an infinite number of cooperators with a vanishingly 
small power are compatible as J .+ 00 implying that very large 
diversity orders are achievable by OCRA. 

This suggests that as the number of users grows large, OCRA's 
throughput approaches the throughput of non-cooperative SSRA 
operating over a K-order diversity channel. To formalize this no- 
tion, we define the asymptotic throughput of OCRA, qZcRA, and 
the asymptotic throughput of non-cooperative SSRA, operating 
over a 6-order diversity channel, T&, as follows 

and introduce the following major conclusion about OCRA. 

Theorem 2 For any K 5 (2' - l ) / T ,  the asymptotic MST of OCR4 
operating over a Rayleigh fading channel qgCRA and the asymp- 
totic throughput of non-cooperative random access over a tcth- 
order diiarsio channel q& are equal; i.e., 

Theorem 2 is the main result of this paper effectively stating 
that very high diversity orders are achievable by OCRA. Notice 
that the only constraint IE 5 (2' - l)/T, is not very restrictive 
in practice since we are interested in achieving diversity orders of 
no more than a few units, and ZS/T >> 1. Thus, after recalling 
that very high order diversity approaches an AWGN channel (see 
also [6]), it is fair to state that with n sufficiently large 

O C R A  vco (No/Po f 1/S, SI K) E V Z ( N O / ~ O ,  s) . (191 

Surprisingly, user cooperation can improve throughput to the 
point of achieving wireline-like throughput in a wireless RA en- 
vironment. This is a subtle but significant difference relative to 
point-to-point user cooperation in fixed access networks, where 
the diversity advantage typically comes at the price of bandwidth 
expansion [3,8]. 

Remark 2 Average power consrruinl. It can be proved that coop- 
eration is limited to nearby idle users and accordingly the total 
transmitted power by any active communjcadon is 

Comparing (20) with non-cooperative SSRA, we observe that the 
average transmitted power in non-cooperative SSRA is equal to 
OCRA's phase-B power. The sole power increase is due to the 
phase-A power used to recruit cooperators yielding the relation 

(21) (Vi )  N (1 + p ) P R A ( U j )  
pOCRA 

between the power required by OCRA and non-cooperative SSRA. 
S i n e  p -+ 0, we deduce that W R A  enables high order diversity 
with a small increase in average transmitted power. 

Remark 3 Maximum power consfruirit. A maximum power con- 
straint P ( U j )  < P,,, determines the AP's coverage area, since 
power control dictates that IlVj 11" 5 (<Pmax/F!!) := Rr. But the 
power in OCRA is contributed by Kj cooperators and accordingly 

This increase in coverage stems from the fact that in OCRA users 
we transmitting less power during more time. 

Remark 4 Nerwork Area. The proofs rely on the asymptotic behav- 
ior of certain distance ratios. This behavior does not depend on 
the radius of the network, implying that we can make it arbitrax- 
ily large. Accordingly, our major claims in Theorems 1 and 2 are 
valid for a fixed area network with increasing user density as well 
as for a fixed user density network with increasing area. 

5. SIMULATIONS 

A first question we address in this section is how large the num- 
ber of users should be to achieve a significant throughput increase. 
For that matter, we refer to Fig. 3 where we depict OCRA's MST, 

as a function of the number of users J in a network 
with spreading gain S = 32, packet length L = 1024, and a 
215/255 BCH code capable of correcting t = 5 errors used for 
FEC. A quick inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that convergence to 
AWGN throughput is rather slow since for J as large as 512 there 
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Fig. 3. The MST for J = 128 is 2/3 the MST of SSRA over an 
AWGN channel (K = 10, S = 32, L = 1024, 215/255 BCH 
code capable of correcting t = 5 errors). 

is still a noticeable gap. Notwithstanding, the throughput increase 
is rather fast; for d = 64 there is a threefold throughput increase 
(qmax = 0.04 i f  the channel is Rayleigh), and for d = 128 
OCRA’s MST is 2/3 of the MST achieved by non-cooperative 
SSRA over an AWCN channel. Thus, while collecting the full di- 
versity advantage requires an inordinately large number of users, 
OCRA can collect a significant percentage of it in moderate size 
networks, with a ratio J / S  x 4. 

Similar conclusions can be drawn from the simulation with 
J = 128 users depicted in Fig 4. For this case study, we show 
throughput and average diversity as Y function of the transmission 
probability p.  For the range of probabilities close to the MST, 
OCRA’s throughput remains between the curves for 4’* and gfh-  
order diversity, consistent with the fact that the average degree of 
cooperation that users receive is between 4 and 5. 

A second question addressed is how we select p which dis- 
tinguishes between pzondjtional MST in (14) and MST in (15). 
Interestingly, optimizing over ( p ,  p )  provides a small throughput 
increase with respect to optimizing over p only, as can be seen i n  
Fig. 3. In this plot, the solid line depicts OCRA’s MST and the cir- 
cles depict the p-conditional MST when we set p = D.01. In most 
of the operational range shown, there is no noticeable difference 
between these two approaches. This has the important practical 
implication that we do not need to optimize p ,  removing a signif- 
icant part of the added complexity that OCRA incurs relative to 
non-cooperative SSRA. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

With the goal of migrating user cooperation benefits to random ac- 
cess channels, we introduced the OCRA protocol which we showed 
capable of effecting a significant throughput increase with respect 
to equivalent non-cooperative random access protocols. Testament 
to this significant advantage is the fact that as the number of users 
in the network increases, OCRA’s throughput over Rayleigh fad- 
ing links approaches that of the corresponding SSRA protocol over 
AWGN links, without an energy penalty. Accordingly, OCRA has 
the capaciy of rendering a wireless RA channel equivalent ro a 
wireline one from the throughput perspective. This is a striking dif- 
ference with point to point cooperation, where the diversity comes 
at the expense of bandwidth expansion. The price paid is n modest 

Fig. 4. OCRA’s throughput is between the throughput of qth and 
sth-order diversity, consistent with the fact that the cooperation 
order is between 4 aad 5 [p  = 0.01, J = 128, same as in Fig, 3). 

increase in complexity (and therefore cost) of the baseband cir- 
cuitry. Simulations demonstrated that our asymptotic results can 
be perceived i n  realistic-sized networks since the asymptotic re- 
sufts manifest for moderate values of the total number of users. 
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